PROTECTING MACHINE
SHOPS FROM TRANSIENT
SURGE DAMAGE
The risk of transient surge damage to machine shops is significantly higher than
a typical office due to the high cost and complexity of microprocessor-based
equipment used in this type of facility. This white paper is intended to provide the
reader with information that can be used to mitigate damage and lost revenue
resulting from transient surge events.
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Protection from Transient Surge Events
We offer the following recommendations to mitigate the risk of transient surge
damage to a machine shop. .
a Seek the services of an experienced

on the load side of the main electrical

licensed electrician or engineer to review
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your facility to make sure that the facility is

the electric meter serving the facility).

properly grounded. Quite often the author
of this article has found additional ground
rods driven next to each machine which
is against National Electric Code (NEC)
standards which require a single point
ground at the electrical service entrance.

a Please also inspect the ground and soil
at the electrical service feed to make sure
that it is dry. A damp or wet ground can
attract transient surge event as a thunder
storm approaches since most other
grounds in the area are “dry” until the
storm arrives and saturates the soil.

a Check each three-phase device to make
sure that their control circuits include
“loss of phase” protection. This protection
module will interrupt power to three phase
equipment if one of the phases (A, B, and/
or C) loses power, thus avoiding damage to
compressors and motors.

a Install a quality hard-wire surge protector

a Install an additional hard-wire surge
protector on all panels within the facility.
This layered approach will significantly
reduce or eliminate opportunities for a
transient surge to ricochet through the
building searching for the easiest path to
earth ground.

a Locate the panel that provides power to
outdoor signs and install a small surge
protector on each circuit breaker providing
power to these lights or devices located
outside of the main building structure.

a All computer equipment should be
plugged into a quality ($50 to $75) surge
protector.
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We offer the following suggestions to help mitigate broken bits or product
damage resulting from momentary power interruptions (blinks) :
a Maintain a log of recloser operations noting

would help reduce opportunities for the

date/time and the number of blinks. If

milling bit to snap or damage/destroy the

more than one every few weeks, share this

product.

log with your utility to see if they can find
and correct the source of the blink.

a Reach out to the manufacturer(s) of your
CNC machines to find out if they have
“ride through” kits to help minimize risk
of damage to bits or product during
“blinks”. Many variable frequency drives
have optional ride through kits (inductive
chokes) that install at the power feed to
the drive to help the device ride through a
momentary power interruption.

a Consider purchasing true “on-line” (double
conversion) battery back-ups to support
critical microprocessor based loads. Please
check with the manufacturer to make sure
that maintaining power using a battery
back-up won’t cause additional operational
problems

a Review programming options for your CNC
machine to determine whether a “lift and
park” programming option is available. This

a Any part of the CNC machine that plugs
into a 120-volt receptacle should be
plugged into a high-quality surge protector.
($75 to $100)

a Verify that each compressor (HVAC/
refrigeration/ coolers) has “time delay upon
restart” protection modules installed and
operational. These protection devices will
keep the compressor from starting at high
refrigerant pressure after a momentary
power interruption (blink). Typical delay
times are 3 to 5 minutes after power is
restored.

a Visually inspect the area below the utility
electric meter to make sure that the soil
is normally “dry”. A damp area caused by
an AC drain or leaky water valve near the
ground rod can actually attract transient
surge energy as storms approach and start
hitting the distribution lines.

Careful review of critical equipment contained in a machine shop and installation of protective
devices noted above can go far in mitigating opportunities for transient surge events and
momentary power interruptions to cause damage.
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